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About This Game

Are you ready to face an eerie and unknown mystery? Are you ready to abandon the world and plunge into the most complex
puzzles? This is not a game where you can go, knocking heads of monsters. You have to find a way out of the terrible network
of galleries and unravel the mystery that entangled the heroine of the game. Don't wait for indulgence, there are practically no

wrong decisions and savings! Everything depends only on you and your erudition. Plunged into the horror of the claustrophobic
world, realize that there may not be an exit from it, and you will understand... However, try it yourself.

For you in the game:

 Entangled maze.

 Mysterious inhabitants.

 Unexpected findings.

 Unexpected dangers.

 A variety of puzzles.

 Complete unknown.
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Works as advertised. IMO it so improves the steam link that valve should license it for inclusion with the steam link. Any games
that had issues detecting a controller are fixed.. Fun little game, with exactly one hour's worth of content.. As much as I enjoyed
this game, I can not recomend it. Although, I´d give it a mediocre review, although Steam doesn´t allow it (sadly).

But let me start from the beginning. This Visual Novel it something for people, who never watched anime and/or read Manga
before, since this game explains many things from the otaku culture. If you´re like me, who watched Animes and read Mangas,
then you know most of the things already. Most as of not everything, but most of the stuff in the game.

The voice over was quite enjoyable.

The Visual were nice, although some were out of place and did not make quite a sense sometimes.

There was a lack of romance and it was lacking much of romance.

The ending was♥♥♥♥♥♥

And many more thinks, but I don´t want to mention all of them, since I´ve mentioned them in my Video on youtube, which you
can watch  here 

All it one, it´s a good game if you never watched Anime and want a good taste of Anime, Manga and Japan itself. Other than
that, it´s a mediocre game. Nothing special.

I hope you kind of enjoyed this Review and my Video to it and I hope you stay tuned for my next Review.

See ya
~Kevin-sama. an immersive experience for someone with fear of heights and maybe even some flying. FreeCell Quest is NOT
BROKEN or buggy. In FreeCell, unlike other solitaire variants, you only get to move 1 card at a time. You can only move a
stack of cards, if you have enough free spaces to have moved the cards individually.

That being said, this game is packed with all the thrills and excitement of working in the stacks of a library. You do fight in the
game, however, this amounts to sorting cards again and again. Your spells and abilities help you cheat at the card sorting. If the
thrill of putting a book back into its rightful place is what you're looking for, you'll get to experience it about a thousand times.

In short, working as intended. However, I found it tedious and repetitive, while I tend to love most solitaire games.. Good
shoot'em up game with short levels. Still , a game that worth buying during a sale if you like retro games. I finish the game in 1
hour on easy and 10h on insane for good measure, and another bunch of hours to get all chievos, very fun indeed.. 20/10 best
knief unboxing simulator 3017
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This is a nice game with an unique story. Pixelart is great and combined with the isometric view reminds me Final Fantasy
Tactics art style. The game is a bit slow, but is okay for a management game, I guess. The sound track is particulary wonderful, I
must say.
. Great loco, with plenty of in-cab things to do. Also has a full start up procedure, which can be fun, as you have to set up both
ends of the train before driving away. No passenger view from the train, which is a shame.

*Be aware that the scenario's are very heavy on cpu usage due to the amount of AI traffic included in the scenario's, people are
reporting the level not working etc, make sure you have HD Space to be able to run this, and have a decent graphics card
installed*

The levels themselves are great fun, a lot of rush hour traffic, showing how hard this section of line works during a working
week.

Train is also great on QD on other lines.

Is it value for money? Yes, if your computer can handle the load.. bugged to hell ;/
. Got to room 3, and after about an hour of clicking blindly and not finding any clues, I quit and refunded the game.
There are still a lot of bugs, which are unfortunately blocking. I don't mind a glitch in an otherwise good game, but finding notes
which, due to a bug, don't contain the code you need to progress, is just silly and annoying, because you don't even know the
solution was supposed to be on that note...
Too bad, was promising.. This is a fantastic management game that stands the test of time. I never heard of it when it originally
came out, and playing it now, while the graphics are dated, the gameplay is really pinnacle of the genre.
There is a good tutorial, but with the tremendous depth to the game, it can feel like a steep learning curve. However, when you
master one aspect of the game, it will help you succeed where you are weak, you are not expected to be a savant. If you like
management games this is probably the best you will ever play.. I didn't liked this game at all. I still want my 8 euros back. Fun
game is fun.. A very not deep game that is amazingly deep in startegy and less on click fest.
An RTSish kind of gmae that actually plays better in shorter games.. Nice as in 'Steam Sale Nice'
Upgrade system motivaites you to complete challenges to gain upgrade points
Three simple tasks every level
- Time Score
- Don't use Bullet Time
- Don't miss
Which make no sense in a game about slow-mo bullet spam
Shame
. It's a simple & relaxing game. It do not have anything special & the sound is okay-ish (at least for me). The game is not good
nor bad but it just "okay"/decent.
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